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CHAPTERCHECK POINTS

6

FOR EXAMINATION

SUPERINTENDENTS

6.1

Centre Superintendent

should be present throughout the conduct of the examination session.

6.2

Read the Guidelines on Conduct of Examinations carefully, as given in the following chapters.

6.3

Ensure that sufficient stock of answer books is av a il ab le with the Centre; and
acknowledgement of answer books and other examination stationery received from Students
Registration and Evaluation Division is sent in prescribed Proforma given as Appendix-IO.

6.4

Ensure that the question paper packets have been received from the Student Registration
and Evaluation Division and telegraphic acknowledgement sent to the SR&E Division.
Arrange question papers according to the date-sheet and keep them in a safe place with
proper security around.

6.5

Ensure that only such packet(s) of question papers is/ are opened, not earlier than thirty
minutes before commencement of the examination, as is/ are required on a particular day.

6.6

Display date-sheet and directions for the candidates as prescribed in this Manual outside
the Examination Hall at a conspicuous place.

6.7

Instruct the candidates not to write their name or make any distinguishable sign or mark
anywhere inside the answer-book, supplementary answer-book(s), Graph paper, map etc.

6.8

Enrolment No. is the Roll No. for the Examination. Kindly ensure that the candidates
write their complete and correct nine digit enrolment number legibly at the space provided
on the answer-book/ sheet both in numerals as well as in words. For example Enrolment
No. 210059691 should be written in words as two one zero zero five nine six nine one.

6.9

Do not permit candidates to bring into the Examination Hall books, papers or reference of
any kind connected with the examination.

6.10 Bringing of Mobile Phone or any other communica tion device / instrumen t in the examina tion
.hall is strictly prohibited. In case it is detected that any candidate is having such instrument
in the Examination Hall, the instrument will be confiscated and disciplinary action will be
taken as per Ordinance Relating to Discipline Amongst Students in Relation to University
Examina tions.
6.11 Distribute the question papers at the precise time given in the date-sheet. If there has been
any delay in the commencement of examination, the time so lost be compensated after the
scheduled time and a certificate to this effect be sent to the Registrar (SR&E) Division.
6.12 Drawing Instruments be permitted, wherever necessary.
6.13 In Physics and Chemistry use of stencils is permitted.
6.14 In Geography, stencils or templets for drawing outline maps is permitted.
6.15 Log tables/mathematics tables be made available for use of students in Mathematics, Physics,
Chemistry andin Management Courses, as per requirement indicated by the Paper Setter in
the question paper.
6.16 Calculators are allowed for use in the examination
instructions in the question paper.

t

unless otherwise prohibited

through

6.17 Ensure that loose graph sheets are available with the Centre before commencement of
Examinations. In case the students ask for graph paper as per requirement of question paper,
loose graph sheets be invariably provided. Candidates be instructed not to solve graph
question on the answer-book.
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6.18 For accountancy paper, blank Cash Book, Ledger and Journal may be supplied.
6.19 Ensure that Computer printed Attendance sheets provided by the University for taking
attendance of the candidates in the examination hall is correctly filled in by the candidate.
6.20 Ensure that the candidates who are absent are marked" Absent" and it be encircled with
red ink in the attendance sheet.
6.21 Ensure that the attendance sheets bear the signatures and rubber stamp of the Centre
Superintendent before its submission to Student Registration & Evaluation Division.
6.22 In the absence of computerized attendance sheet particularly for centre change cases, separate
attendance sheet as per particulars given in the computer printed attendance sheet should
be prepared.
6.23 In case computerized attendance sheets sent by the University are not received at the
Examination Centre, attendance of the candidates allotted to the Centre should be taken in
the attendance sheet (proforma given at Appendix-17).
,

.

6.24 Ensure that Supplementary answer-books, maps, graphs etc. are securely tied with tag or
plain twines by the candidates.
6.25 Special OMR response sheets for objective type multiple choice questions prescribed by the
University for evaluation by computer should be used as per instructions given by the
University.
6.26 Attention of the candidates should be drawn to the instructions printed on the reverse of the
OMR response sheets provided to the candidates for giving responses to the Objective Type
Questions.
6.27 The Centre Superintendent will not permit any student to appear in the examination unless
the student gives documentary evidence that he had submitted the assignments on time. In
case the student fails to produce documentary evidence, the Centre Superintendent will get
an undertaking In prescribed form (Appendix-H) from the concerned student and send a
list of all such cases to the Student Registration and Evaluation Division in one lot after the
examination is over.
6.28 Ensure that only those students allotted to his Centre are allowed to take the examination.
In case a candidate reports that he/ she is not In receiptof examination intimation slip but
his name appears in the list of students sent by the University, he/she may be permitted to
take the examination after verification of his/her identity on the basis of his/her identity
card issued by the University.
6.29 Ensure that the Invigilators on duty verify the photograph, enrolment number and signature
of the candidate on the Identity Card and tally the Enrolment Number and signature recorded
by him/her on the answer book.
6.30 Ensure that any alteration in the enrolment
authenticated by the Invigilator on duty.

number recorded on the answer book is

6.31 Instruct the Invigilator on duty to ensure that no candidate takes the Test Booklet / answer
book out of the examination hall under any circumstances. In case it is found that the candidate
has smuggled out the answer book or test booklet out of the examination hall, the matter'
should be reported to the nearest Police Station under intimation to the Registrar, Student
Registration and Evaluation Division at Headquarters.
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CHAPTER-7
APPOINTMENT

OF PERSONNEL FOR EXAMINATION CENTRES

The Centre Superintendent of Examination Centres will be appointed by the Registrar
(Students Registration & Evaluation) and the Deputy Centre Superintendent, Invigilators
and supporting staff will be appointed by the Centre Superintendent. Registrar (Students
Registration & Evaluation) may depute Observers and University Representatives at the
Examination Centres to ensure smooth conduct of examinations.
The Registrar (Students Registration & Evaluation) may cancel appointment of Centre
Superintendent, Deputy Centre Superintendent, Invigilators and other staff engaged at the
Centre at any moment, if anything adverse comes to notice against them.
A person whose near relation is appearing at the examination of the University at that Centre
shall not be appointed for examination duty.
THE CENTRE SUPERINTENDENT
7.4.1 Normally, the Coordinator of the Study Centre will be the Examination Centre
Superintendent. The Coordinator may, however, nominate a senior Faculty Member
of his Center to act as Centre Superintendent well in advance so that confidential
stationery and question papers are sent by the University to such person by name. If
for any reason, the Centre Superintendent has to be away for a short period during the
course of the examination, the Centre Superintendent may entrust the charge of Centre
Superintendent to one of his senior faculty members well versed with the procedure
for conduct of examinations. The Students Registration and Evaluation Division should
be informed of such interim arrangement
made by the Coordinator /Centre
Superintendent.
7.4.2 In cases where the Examination Centre is not the Study Centre of IGNOU, the Principal
of such Institution where examination is scheduled will be the Centre Superintendent.
The Principal may, however, nominate a senior faculty member of his Institution to act
as Centre Superintendent, Deputy Centre Superintendent under intimation to the
Registrar (SR&E).
THE DEPUTY CENTRE SUPERINTENDENT
7.5.1 A Deputy Superintendent
can be appointed
for each session by the Centre
Superintendent of an Examination Centre only if the number of candidates allotted in
a session is 400 or more. Deputy Superintendent should not be appointed for entire
duration of the examination, if the number of candidate in any session is less than 400.
7.5.2 A person to be appointed as Deputy Superintendent should not be below the rank of
Lecturer in the College or Vice-Principal of the School.
INVIGILATORS
The Centre Superintendent shall appoint Invigilators as far as possible from amongst the
academic staff of the same institution in proportion of one Invigilator for every 25 candidates.
UNIVERSITY REPRESENTATIVES
The Registrar'(Students Registration & Evaluation) and or the Regional Directors may depute
University Representatives to the examination centres as facilitators from amongst the
University Officers/Staff.
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7.8

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

OF STAFF AT EXAMINATION CENTRES

The duties and responsibilities of the Centre Superintendent, Deputy Centre Superintendent,
Invigilators and University Representatives required to be performed at the examination
centres are briefly enumerated below:
7.8.1 Centre Superintendent
(1)

Shall receive and keep the packets containing question papers in safe custody in a steel
safe at the examination centre.

(2)

Shall acknowledge receipt telegraphically to the Registrar (SR&E) Division, Indira
Gandhi National Open University, Ma~dan Garhi, New Delhi -110068 as under:
"QUESTION PAPER PACKETS FOR EXAMINATION RECEIVED INTACT."

,

(3)

Shall tally the total number of papers for each course shown on the packets with the
figures shown against each course in Dispatch Memo. Any shortage! damage!
discrepancy should be reported to the Registrar (SR&E), IGNOU, Maidan Garhi, New
Delhi -110068, immediately.

(4)

Shall arrange the question paper packets in order of dates of examination as given in
the date sheet sent along with the question paper packets.

(5)

Shall maintain Stock Register Forms (Appendices 12, 14, 15 & 16) of answer books and
other examination stationery received from the University and store them under lock
and key.

(6)

Shall display on notice board for each day in advance: the date sheet, list of candidates
appearing at the examination centre with details of courses for examination and roomwise seating plan.

(7)

Shall make seating arrangements in the examination halls as per notified seating plan
by mentioning the enrolment number of each candidate appearing for the examination
on a particular day in such a way that only one candidate is accommodated on one
bench.

(8)

Shall ensure that adequate arrangements are made for drinking water, cleanliness of
desks and toilets, bell or public address system, examination stationery, graph papers,
statistical tables, sealing wax, match box, candle, needles and thread for stitching, cloth
for packing and sealing of used answer books after each examination.

(9)

Shall take out question paper envelopes only of those courses which are mentioned
in the date sheet for particular session of the day. Under no circumstances question
paperts) not related to that particular session should be taken out to avoid opening
of wrong question paper.

(10)

In case a seal impression of any envelope gets mutilated in transit, the same may.be
recorded on that envelope duly signed by the Centre Superintendent and the same
may be made note of under intimation to the Registrar (Students Registration &
Evaluation)
i

.

(11) Opening of Queston Paper Packets
(i)

Shall contact the Regional Director concerned in case the lists of examinees is not
received atleast three days before the commencement of examination ..

(ii)

Shall arrange opening of each packet containing question papers in the Control
Room ten minutes before the commencement of examination on the date and
time fixed for the examination in that paper. In case the number of papers
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scheduled for a session exceeds five the process of opening of packets may start
30 minutes before scheduled time of commencement of examination. He shall
do so in the presence of atleast four Invigilators as witnesses, who will carefully
see that the seals on all the envelopes are intact and that there are no signs of
pilferage, that the correct packets are being opened and then sign the Certificate
for Opening Question Papers as given in Appendix-13. In case the number of
Invigilators is less than 4 in a particular session, the packets should be opened in
the presence of all the Invigilators on duty. The same person should not act as a
witness daily. In case more than one packet of a question paper is required at the
centre, the same procedure will be followed for the remaining packets. After
opening the sealed packets containing question papers, the number of copies in
each packet be counted and tallied with the number recorded on the packets.
(iii)

The packets containing question papers should be opened in such a way that all
the seals remain intact for inspection, if necessary. The empty packets should be
carefully preserved.

(iv)

In case a wrong packet (i.e. packet meant for some other session or day) is opened
by mistake, the Centre Superintendent and the Invigilators, who have signed
the Certificate of Opening Question Paper as per specimen given in Appendix13 will be personally held responsible for the negligence.

(v)

No honorarium will be paid to the Centre Superintendent who through negligence
opens a packet containing Question Paper meant for some other day / session.
The Invigilators who acted as witnesses in opening that packet shall also not be
paid any remuneration. Besides, serious view will be taken by the University for
such a mistake and suitable action will be taken against the persons concerned.

(vi)

Before distribution of the question paper,the Centre Superintendent will also
check the headings on all copies of the question papers in order to verify that a
question paper for all other subjects which are scheduled for later hour on that
day is not mixed uFo If any such paper is found mixed up, the matter should be
immediately reported to the Registrar (SR&E). Further, it should be taken out
and sent immediately to the Registrar (SR&E) in a sealed envelop with complete
report.

(vii) In case of any emergency, the Registrar (SR&E) and / or other Officers of SR&E
Division may be contacted on phone. The list of Officers with their telephone
numbers will be intimated by the University through a letter of instructions sent
along with the packets containing question papers.
(viii) Shall affix a facsimile stamp of his signature on each answer book in the space
provided in the answer-book. The stamp should always remain in his possession.
It should be affixed only on as many answer-books as are required for the session.
This may be done an hour before the commencement of the examination each
day. It should be ensured that no answer-book is issued without affixing the
facsimile stamp.
(ix)

Shall ensure that the quantity of the main answer book supplied by the University
tallies with the delivery challan. Shortage/ discrepancy, if any, may be brought
to the notice of the Registrar (SR&E). An acknowledgement in token of receipt of
answer books from SR&E Division shall be given in the prescribed form given as
Appendix-10.

(x).

Shall maintain a proper account of the main answer books and supplementary
answer books. Daily account of use of main answer books shall be maintained
by the Examination Centre in proforma Appendix-12 in duplicate. Similarly,
daily account of use of supplementary answer books shall be maintained in
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proforma Appendix-14. The statements showing the balance of the main answer
books should be sent in the prescribed proforma given as Appendix-IS and
supplementary answer books in proforma given as Appendix-16.
(xi)

Shall ensure that only one main answer book is given to a candidate for each
paper unless there are specific instructions given in the question paper to use
more than one answer book. He shall instruct the invigilators that supplementary
'answer book is not given to the candidate until the main answer book orthe
.supplementary answer book already issued is fully utilised by the candidate.

(xii) Shall watch IGNOU telecast, Radio and TV news every day during the course
of examinations and also instruct the personnel engaged on examination duty
to do the same, so that if any special urgent announcement made by the
University regarding examinations comes to their knowledge to act promptly
on the directives communicated by the University through this media.

,

.

(xiii) Shall ensure that the seal remains intact while opening the envelops of question
papers as the seal is likely to be examined by the University and a report thereon
shall be submitted by such person.
(xiv) Shall have complete charge of distribution of question papers to the Invigilators.
While doing so, he shall ensure that:
(a)

The question papers are distributed at the precise time given in the DateSheet/Schedule of activities.

(b)

In case due to unforeseen circumstances delay takes place in commencement
of examination on a particular day, the time lost in the process must be
compensated.

(c)

In case no candidate in a particular paper turns up at the centre, the sealed
packet containing the relevant question paper should be returned
unopened.

(d)

After satisfying himself in every respect, he should give the required
number of question papers to Invigilators for distribution among
candidates. All the spare copies should be kept in his safe custody till the
examination in that paper is over. This balance is subject to verification by
the Observers/University Representatives at any time during the course
of examination.

(e)

If any misprint or ambiguity in a question paper is noticed, he shall report
the matter to the Registrar (SR&E). If, however, the ambiguity is not
resolved, the candidates may be advised to use their best judgement in
interpreting the question and submit their representation to the Registrar
(SR&E) through him.

(f)

In case of any difference between English and Hindi version of a question
paper, the English version should be relied upon unless otherwise considered
necessary.

(xv) Shall hand over unused question papers to the Coordinator of the Study Centre
for library record and supply to the students in case of need. If Examination
Centre is not the Study Centre of IGNOU the unused question papers shall be
returned to Registrar (SR&EDivision) after thelast day of examination.
(xvi) Immediately after the expiry of the time for the papers onthe day of examination,
he shall collect all answer books from the Invigilators .. These should then be .
tallied with the list of candidates appeared in each course in that session as
mentioned in the attendance sheet of candidates appearing in the examination
(Appendix -17) and list of stray cases as per Appendix -19.
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,

(xvii) Answer books for each course should be arranged in ascending order of enrolment
number as per attendance sheet.
(xviii) Bundles containing answer books of different courses should then be packed
and sealed in cloth in the presence of two Invigilators and sent to the Registrar
(SR&E) by registered parcel insured for Rs.200/- on the same day or the next
working day. The packets should not be sent by ordinary post or rail parcel
post or by air. The, University will arrange collection of answer books from
Delhi Examination Centres on each day of the examination.
(xix) All the cases relating to the use of unfairmeans should invariably be indicated in
the attendance sheet by writing "UFM" against the enrolment number of the
candidate in red ink.
(xx) Answer Book relating to use of unfairmeans packed separately in an envelope
and marked "UFM" case along with the documentary evidence and the report
the matter in prescribed form detailed below in the form for reporting unfairmeans
cases- alongwi th:
(a)

Letter marked "Confidential" reporting Unfairmeans Cases (Appendix-20).

(b)

Report on each case of Unfairmeans (Annexure -A).

(c)

Report of the Centre Superintendent

(d)

Statement of student using unfairmeans (Annexure - B).

(e)

Documentary evidence if any in support of UFM.

on UFM (Annexure - B).

(xxi) While packing the answer books, the following documents should be prepared
and kept in the packet in the following discending order:
(a)

Separate despatch memo for each course as per Appendix-18.

(b)

Computerised attendance sheet after working out the number of candidates
present and the number absent (Appendix-17).

(c)

Attendance sheet of stray candidates as per Appendix-19.

(d)

Absentee Statement as per Appendix-2l

(e)

Certificate of Opening as per Appendix-13.

(£)

Seating Plan of each room.

(£)

Undertakings from staff on examination duty that no personnel whose
nearest relation was taking the examination at that centre was engaged for
examination duty (Appendix-23).

(g)

Statement of students attendance (Appendix -24).

(h)

Undertaking, if any, given by the examinees regarding
assignments (Appendix-l 1).

(xxii) Sample impression of seal used for sealing the bag/packets
the first day of examination or when the seal is changed.

submission of

to be sent only on

(xxiii) Shall make payment of remuneration to the personnel deployed for examination
duty including the centre charges as per rates and norms prescribed by the
University and render the account in prescribed form Appendices 25 & 26 to the
Registrar (SR&E) immediately on conclusion of all examinations conducted for
the semester. Rates of remuneration and norms of deployment of personnel for
examination duty are given in Chapter 17.
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7.9

DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES

OF DEPUTY CENTRE SUPERINTENDENT

7.9.1 The Deputy Superintendent will assist the Centre Superintendent in all matters
concerning examination such as making all the arrangements for the efficient and
timely conduct of the examination, security of answer books and other confidential
material, prompt dispatch of answer books to HQ etc.
7.9.2 The Deputy Superintendent will do such other work as maybe assigned to him/her
by the Centre Superintendent from time to time with regard to conduct of examination.
7.9.3 In the absence of Centre Superintendent, the Deputy Superintendent shall perform
all such functions, duties and responsibilities which are assigned to the Centre
Superintendent.
7.10 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

OF INVIGILATORS

The Invigilators are under the control and supervision of the Centre Superintendent and
Deputy Centre Superintendent during the period they are on examination duty. They should
report at the Centre at least 30 minutes before the time fixed for commencement of
examination. Specific duties and responsibilities of the Invigilators are as under:
1.

Each Invigilator is required to give a certificate to the Centre Superintendent to the
effect that none of his/her relations is appearing in the Examination at this Centre and
that none of the candidates appearing at the Centre has received private coaching
from him/her as per Appendix-23.

2.

They should act as witnesses as and when desired by the Centre Superintendent for
the opening of the question paper packet(s) and sealing ofthe bags/parcels of answerbooks. Before signing as witness to the opening of question papers, in the prescribed
certificate as per Appendix-13 the number of packets to be opened and the seal of
packets should be carefully examined. Date and time of examination of the question
paper should be verified with the Date-Sheet. Name .and Address of the witnesses
should be mentioned on the question paper packets etc.

3.

They should ensure that the candidates occupy their allotted seats in the room under
their supervision and that they do not possess books, notes or any other papers or
material relevant to the examination.

4.

They should read aloud with reasonable pause in the examination hall the following
instructions to the candidates to be scrupulously followed during the course of
examina tion:
INSTRUCTIONS

FOR CANDIDATES

(1)

Please occupy the seat marked with your enrolment number.

(2)

Please complete all the details on the title page of the answer book.

(3)

Please read the Instructions printed on back page of answer book carefully for
compliance.

(4)

Please check answer book for any damages and correct number of pages.

(5)

Please begin answers to each question on a new page.

(6)

Write your enrolment number on the question paper.

(7)

Please ensure that you are not in possession of books, notes, mobile phone,
pager or any other communication device.

(8)

Please write your answers on both sides of pages in the answer book.

(9)

No candidate shall tear out a leaf from the answer book.
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5.

(10)

Please do not leave any page blank in between the two answers.

(11)

Write your correct enrolment number as given in the Identity Card issued to
you by the University.

(12)

Ensure that you have got the correct question paper and also count the number
of pages of question paper to ensure that they are correct.

(13)

If you attempt to answer any paper not meant for you, you would be doing so
at your own risk.

(14)

Please keep your examination intimation slip and the identity card on your
desk for verification.

(15)

Please note that smoking is strictly prohibited in examination hall.

(16)

Candidates found doing so during the course of examination shall be liable to
be expelled from the examination by the Centre Superintendent.

(17)

Please note that use of calculators is permissible unless specifically prohibited
in the question paper.

(18)

Please do not write your name or make any distinguishable
anywhere in the answer book.

(19)

Please tie securely the supplementary answer book, maps, graph papers etc. to
the main answer book with a tag/twines.

(20)

Please hand over the answer book to the invigilator on duty on the expiry of the
time.

(21)

Please note that in case any candidate is found committing any of the acts
specified in the Ordinance on "Discipline Amongst Students in Relation to
University Examinations" shall be deemed to have used unfairmeans and shall
be liable to be punished under the University Act, Statutes, Ordinances and
Regulations.

(22)

Please note that University is not responsible for any loss or damage to the
books, material, equipment or money kept by the examinee outside or in the
examination hall.

(23)

Mobile or any electronic communication device confiscated from the student in
the examination hall shall be impounded as evidence for unfairmeans case
against such student.

sign or mark

It should be seen that every candidate gets the correct question paper. It would be
advisable to make repeat announcement to this effect at the commencement of
examination. They should be told that if they attempt any other paper not meant for
them, .they would be doing so at their own risk. .

6.

All spare copies of question paper should be returned to the Centre Superintendent
immediately after distribution and no late corner be allowed to enter the examination
hall/room except with the permission of the Centre Superintendent.

7.

If any Question Paper which is not scheduled for the session is found mixed up with
the relevant question paper, it should be returned to the Centre Superintendent
immedia tely.

8.

Everyday before an examination begins Invigilators shall call upon all the candidates
to search their persons, tables, desks etc., and deliver all papers, books, notes or other
reference material which they are not allowed to have in their possession or accessible
to them in the examination hall. Where a late corner is admitted this warning shall be
repeated to him at the time of entrance to the examination hall.
.
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9.

They may search the candidates physically before or during the course of examination.
Female examinees should be searched only by lady Invigilators.

10.

The candidates should be asked to write their Enrolment No. on their question paper
and it should be ensured that each candidate has complied with this instruction.

11.

They should see that every candidate
enrolment number in figures as well
page of the Answer-book. They should
filled in the columns provided on the

12.

The candidates must be instructed not to write their name, or make any distinguishable
sign or mark anywhere in or outside the answer-book. Correct enrolment number and
other particulars must be written by the candidates at the proper place before they begin to
answer the questions on the answer-book.

13.

The Invigilators should put signature on the space provided on the answer-book in
token of having verified the correctness oftheir Enrolment No. and other particulars
written on the title-page by the candidates under their charge.

14.

They should verify the identity ofcandidates under their charge by
Identity Cards and Examination Intimation slips issued by the University
their signatures on attendance sheets with the signatures on the Student
and the answerbook. In case of doubt the matter may be reported
Superintendent immediately.

15.

The Invigilators should see that no candidate copies the answer with the help of another
candidate or notes/books
etc., or makes use of any other unfair means at the
examination. If a candidate is found talking or using unfair means, the books or material
so used should be taken in possession by the Invigilators and matter reported to the
Centre Superintendent without delay. He should then act according to the instructions
given by the Centre Superintendent.

16.

The Invigilator must make a written report to the Centre Superintendent about all
unfairmeans cases and put his/her signatures on the answer-book and other material/
document(s) found with the candidate as per direction of the Centre Superintendent.

17.

No candidate should be allowed to leave the examination hall before the expiry of one
hour after commencement of the examination.

18.

Invigilators are responsible for the discipline, orderly and proper conduct of examination
in the room under their supervision. As such they should be watchful and move about
in the room. They should not indulge in talks or read any book, newspaper or even the
question paper during the course of examination.

19.

They should see that candidates are supplied with only one supplementary answerbook at a time when asked for. It should also be seen that supplementary answerbook(s) is/are attached to the main answer book at the end and not kept inside it.
Number of supplementary answer-book(s) used by the candidate must be got written (at
the proper place) on the title-page of the answer-book and should be verified by him.

20.

They should obtain signatures of the candidates on the form (Appendix-14) for each
supplementary answer-book issued to them.

21.

All exits from the Examination Room except one should beclosed ten minutes before
the paper is due to end. The Invigilators should then stand at the door. They should
ensure that no candidate leaves. the room without handing over the answer-book.

22.

When the time is over, all answer-books must be collected immediately and the
candidates should not be allowed to leave the room without handing over the answerbooks.

·.

write in English (Arabic) numericals his correct
as in words on the space provided on the titlealso see that other particulars have been correctly
title-page of the answer-book.
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and by tallying
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23.

The candidates be allowed to leave the examination room only after the number of
answerbook tallies with the number of candidates present for taking examination.

24.

In case a candidate runs away with the answerbook and is not detected the Invigilator
concerned shall be held responsible for the same.

25.

The Invigilators are responsible for the safe delivery of the answer-books of the
candidates under their charge to the Superintendent after the examination is over and
as such they should take proper precaution for the same.

26.

The answer-books should be serially arranged in ascending order of enrolment
numbers of students paper-wise before delivering them to the Centre Superintendent.

27.

No candidate who is suffering from any infectious disease like small-pox, mumps
etc., is allowed to sit in the room with other candidates. If such a case is suspected, it
should be reported to the Centre Superintendent, immediately.

28.

Candidates are expected to bring their own pens and ink. Students may be allowed
to write with Ball-point pens and solve their question paper of drawing/ graphs
standing. Only blue ink should be used. Red ink is allowed for writing headings of
answers.

29.

In the examination
of Commercial Art, Engineering,
Drawing and Painting,
candidates should be allowed to bring geometrical instruments in the Examination
Room. They can be allowed to work standing, if they so desire. The seating
arrangements should be made in such a way that the students may not copy each
other.

30.

In case where special computerized response sheets are provided by the University,
the instructions prescribed by the University for the Invigilators and the students should
be followed.

31.

Cases not covered under the above rules should be referred to the Centre Superintendent
for obtaining his necessary guidance and necessary instructions.

7.11 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

OF UNIVERSITY OBSERVER

The Observer shall take rounds of examination halls to oversee smooth conduct of
examination. In case any use of unfair means in the examination comes to his notice he will
nothand it himself. But he will bring it to the notice of the Invigilator on duty and examination
Centre Superintendent who will follow the procedure prescribed in this regard.
The Registrar (SR&E) will depute University Representatives to the Examination Centres as
Observers. The Observers can be not only Senior Academics and Senior Officers of this
University but also from other Universities/reputed
Institutions to make surprise checks
and inspect on various aspects relating to smooth conduct of examinations and the
functioning of the examination centers. They should give a Confidential performance report
in prescribed form printed as Appendix-9 on the physical arrangements made at the
examination centres and also about performance of the personnel deployed on examination
duty by the Centre Superintendent.
7.12 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF UNIVERSITY REPRESENTATIVES
Registrar (SR&E) may depute Officers and members of staff as University Representative
. to act as facilitator for observance of the rules, regulations and practices relating to the
examinations of the University at the Examination Centre scrupulously. The duties and
responsibilities assigned to University Representatives are as under:
1.

Shall enlist from the Examination Centre Superintendent
where the examination is being conducted.

2.

Shall ensure that adequate separate arrangements are made at the Centre for Physically
Handicapped students.
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the numbers of rooms/halls

3.

Shall ensure that the Invigilators read out the Instructions given in this manual for
the candidates in the examination hall before distribution of question papers.

4.

Shall remain in the Control Room where the question paper packets are opened and
question papers are delivered to the Invigilators.

5.

Shall contact the SR&E Division in case any problem arises at the Centre.

6.

Shall make out a chart of number of candidates allotted for each of the examination
halls as per seating plan and the number of candidates actually present in each hall so
that the total number of used answer books can be tallied, at the time of packing.
Ensure that while packing the answerbooks all the documents mentioned in this chapter
are packed in the same order as given therein.

7.

Shall ensure that the schedule of activities as indicated below is strictly observed by
the Centre Superintendent.

S.

In case the answer books cannot be dispatched by speed post the same day, he/she
will ensure that sealed packets are kept ~__t.ic/her safe custody and dispatched next
day positively.

7.13 TIME SCHEDULE
EXAMINATION

OF ACTIVITIES

TO BE OBSERVED ON THE DAY OF

ACTIVITY

FORE-NOON
SESSION

AFTER-NOON
SESSION

1.

Affixing facsimile stamp of the Centre
Superintendent on Answer books
required for the session.

9.00 AM.

12.00 P.M.

2.

Entry of candidates in the Examination Hall

9.30 AM

1.30 P.M.

3.

Opening of Question paper packets

9.30 AM

1.30 P.M.

4.

Distribution of Answer Books to Students

9.50 AM.

1.50 P.M.

5.

Distribution of question papers to students

9.55 AM.

1.55 P.M.

6.

Examination commences

10.00 AM.

2.00 P.M.

7.

Last entry of student in Examination Hall

10.30 AM.

2.30 P.M.

S.

To seal unused Test booklets & O.M.R.
answer sheets

11.00 AM.

3.00P.M.

9.

Alarm for candidates to stop writing
(2 hr. paper)

11.55 A.M.

3.55 P.M.

10.

Alarm for candidates to stop writing

12.55 P.M.

4.55 P.M.

11.

Examination concludes

1.00 P.M.

5.00 P.M.

12.

Packing and sealing of answer books

1.20 P.M.

5.20 P.M.

13.

Payment of remuneration

1.30 P.M.

5.30 P.M.

14.

Despatch of sealed packets of answer books
to Students Registration & Evaluation Div.

1.45 P.M.

6.00 P.M.

to staff on duty
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CHAPTER - 8
SEATING ARRAN·GEMENTS IN EXAMINATION
SEATING ARRANGEMENTS
EXAMINATION HALL
8.1

(a)

FOR EXAMINEES

HALLS

AND THEIR ADMISSION

TO THE

A day before the commencement of the examination, each Examination Centre
Superintendent shall ensure that satisfactory seating arrangements have been made.

(b) . The Centre Superintendent will ensure that only one candidate is accommodated on
one bench if examination on a particular day is scheduled for one paper. In case two or
more papers of different programmes are scheduled on a particular day, two candidates
. of different courses can be accommodated on a bench.
(c)

..

He shall particularly see that the candidates are seated in such a way as to render all
communication between them impossible. The Enrolment Number should be written
with chalk on each desk/ table, so that the candidate has no difficulty in finding out his
allotted seat.

8.2

The Superintendent shall prepare room-wise seating plan showing the order of seats allotted
to candidates and send a copy of the seating plan for each session to the Registrar (SR&E).

8.3

In the seating plan for each room a candidate who is absent, be marked' ABSENT' and it be
encircled with red ink.

8.4

Centre Superintendent should be careful about arrangement for urinals and latrines for the
use of candidates. If there is no pucca latrine or urinal nearby a commode and pot might be
placed at a suitable place surrounded by kanaats near the Examination Hall. Separate urinals
are required to be provided for men and women candidates.

8.5

At the commencement of the Examination the doors should be opened half an hour before
the timespeci£ied for the distribution of papers. After the papers have been distributed, no
candidate, who is late by more than 15 minutes be admitted. However, if the Superintendent
is satisfied that the delay is on account of a bonafide reason, he may admit a candidate up to
half an hour of the commencement of the examination and send a detailed report about the
same to the Registrar (SR&E). Admission of any candidate to the examination hall in
contravention of these instructions shall be considered invalid for that particular paper. No
extra time should be provided to the late comers.

8.6

Ordinarily. a Centre Superintendent should not allow any candidate to appear in course(s)
other than those shown against his name in the list of candidates. If, however, a candidate
insists that he had offered a course/paper other than those shown in the list of candidates,
he (Superintendent) should allow him to appear provisionally in that paper after obtaining
an undertaking in writing from the candidate that he is doing so at his own risk. Provided
that the question papers are available and that he had submitted the assignments of that
. course and report the action taken by him to the Registrar (SR&E).

8.7

No candidate should be allowed to leave the examination hall or take away the question
. paper before the expiry of one hour.

8.8

tt is possible that some candidates who are allotted a specified examination centre may, by
mistake, go to another examination centre. Such candidates may be allowed to app~ar in the
examination on that day after satisfying himself that the candidates had genuine problem in
reaching their allotted examination center, subject to condition that the Centre Superintendent
has adequate spare question papers. He shall report their Enrolment Nos., Name and Address
to the Registrar (SR&E). The attendance of such candidates should be taken in separate
attendance sheet as per Appendix-19.
.
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8.9

Name of some candidates might have been left out in the list though they might be having
.the intimation slip issued by the University. Such candidate should be allowed to appear
provisionally after verifying their identity and also on submission of the undertaking as
per Appendix-11. Their names should be added to the list of stray cases in the prescribed
form given in Appendix-19.

8.10 If any candidate has not received Intimation Slip from the University, he may be permitted
to take the Test/Examination provisionally subject to the availability of requisite question
papers, provided, the candidate has submitted all the assignments relevant to that course.
The Centre Superintendent may send details of such candidate(s) e.g., Enrolment No., Name
and Address (Appendix-19) and an undertaking as per Appendix-Ll from the student to
the Registrar (SR&E).
8.11 No candidate should be allowed to take away any main or supplementary
out of the examination hall under any circumstances.

answer book

8.12 A copy of seating plan should be displayed on the notice board and one copy should be
sent to the Registrar (SR&E).
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CHAPTER- 9
PROCEDURE FOR CONDUCT OF EXAMINATIONS
Eligibility for Appearing in the Exam
9.1

9.2

To be eligible to appear at the term-end examination in any course, the candidates are required
to fulfill the following conditions:
(i)

They should have paid the course fee due for that year / semester.

(ii)

They should have opted and pursued the prescribed course(s) as per provisions laid
down in the Programme Guide.

(iii)

They should have submitted the examination form in time.

(iv)

They should have submitted the required number of assignments within due dates
before taking the examination.

(v)

Their registration for the programme should be valid.

The University conducts term-end examinations twice a year i.e. in June and December. In
the Programmes under semester system the students can take term-end examination at the
end of each semester. In the programmes under annual system, the students can take their
annual examination at the end of year failing which they can take the same in December or
June term end examinations within the total span/period of the programme. However, the
students can take examination in foundation courses wherever prescribed like BDP at each
term-end examination ..
The students of certificate programmes of six months duration or less can take their
examination
on completion of duration of programme in the following term-end
examinations. Thereafter, the left over courses or unqualified courses examinations can be
taken in June and December according to the convenience of students.

9.3

Examination date-sheets (schedule of examination which indicates the date and time of
examination for each course) are sent to all the study centres & RCs approximately 5 months
in advance. The same is also notified through IGNOU News Letter from time to time. Thus,
normally, the date-sheets for June examinations are sent to the Coordinators of all Study
Centres and Regional Centres in the month of January and for December examinations in
the month of July. The students should see whether there is any clash in the examination
dates of the courses they wish to take i.e. examination of any two courses they wish to take
are scheduled on the same day at the same time. If there is any clash, they should choose
one of them in that examination and the other course in the next examination (i.e., June or
December as the case may be).

9.4

The Examination Form (Appendix-27) is printed in the Programme Guides of each Programme
(in prospectus of Management Programmes). The students can use photo copy of this form.
It is also available at all Study Centres/ Regional Centres. The dates for submission of
Examination Forms by the students to Students Registration & Evaluation Division are as
under:
FOR JUNE TEE

LATE FEE

February 1-March 31

No late fee

April 1- 20

Rs, 100-00

FOR DECEMBER TEE

LATE FEE

August I-September 30

No late fee

October 1-20

Rs.100-00
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9.5

The late fee is to be remitted by means of Demand Draft/ IPa drawn in favour of IGNOU,
payable at New Delhi. The examination form duly completed should be sent only to the
Registrar (SRE), IGNOU, Maidan Garhi, New Delhi-l10068 and no where else .
.•~

I'

; 'I

(a)

The University will send Examination Intimation Slip to the students indicating the
courses opted by them in the examination form. The courses already qualified by the
students, are not indicated in the Examination Intimation Slip as there is no provision
for reappearing in the examination for improvement of qualified score or the courses
for which the students are not eligible/ registered. There will be NO HALL TICKET.
Instead, students' Identity Card will act as their admit card while Enrolment No. allotted
to them at the time of their admission and mentioned in their Identity Card will be
their Exam. Roll No. for each of the examinations.

(b)

The Centre Superintendent will not permit any student to appear in the examination
unless the student gives documentary evidence that he had submitted the assignments
on time. In case the student fails to produce documentary evidence, the Coordinator
will get an undertaking in prescribed form (Appendix-ll) from the concerned student
and send a list of all such cases to the Student Registration and Evaluation Division, in
one lot after the examination is over.

(c)

In case the statement given by a student in the undertaking in the examination form is
found to be untrue, the University will cancel the examination of the concerned student
for that particular course where his assignments were not received and the student
shall have no claim whatsoever in this regard.

9.5

Although all efforts will be made to declare the results in time, there will be no binding on
the University to declare the results of the last examination.before the commencement of the
next examination. The students may, therefore, fill up the form without necessarily waiting
for the result and get it cancelled at a later date, if so required.

9.6

The students will be entitled to appear for the examination only at the Study Centre or at the
Examination Centre allotted to them and NOT at any other Centre without specific permission
of the University.

9.7

Change if any, in the examination date sheet is notified through the Study Centres/Regional
Centres and also on IGNOU website www.ignou.ac.in. The students should keep in constant
touch with their Study Centre/Regional Centre for all important information sent out by the
University from time to time.

9.8

Examinations in Certificate Programmes will be held in June as well as in December. In case
of other programmes where number of students taking examination is very small, examination
will be held at limited centres (Regional Centre towns) only.
(AC decision 16.12.1 dated
28.02.1997)

9.9

There will be no re-evaluation of examination scripts or assignments. However, the students
can get their term-end examination result rechecked. They should apply in prescribed form
(Appendix-28). Fee at the rate of Rs.100/ - per course is payable by the students for rechecking
of the result of term-end examination. This amount is refunded if there is a mistake in
evaluation of answer-book. Application Forms for this purpose will normaily be entertained
within a period of two months of the date of declaration of result.[AC decision dated 3.2.1998.]

9.10 Duplicate Grade Card/Marks Sheet will be issued on a request from the students in prescribed
form (Appendix-29) against payment of Rs.25/- by Demand Draft /Il'O drawn in favour of
IGNOU payable at New Delhi. The duplicate grade card will be sent by Registered Post.
[AC decision dated 3.2.1998]
9.11 Examinations are held in different parts of the country, normally at the specified Study Centres
activated by the University.
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- 9.12 The Examination centre once opted shall not normally be changed.
9.13 The Examination Intimation Slip and other documents pertaining to the examination
concerned will be sent to the candidate at the address registered with the University. The
candidates, therefore, are expected to maintain such address with the University where they
will be readily available to receive the examination slip intimation and the related documents.
No change in the address shall be permissible during the intervening period between
submission of exam form and commencement of examination. It is advisable that the
candidates, in their own interest, make necessary arrangements to obtain the delivery of the
'Examination Intimation Slip from the previous address in case there is any change in address.
However, the candidates can find out their Examination Centre on IGNOU website
www.ignou.ac.in
9.14 If the candidate does not receive the examination intimation slip 15 days before the
commencement of the examination, he/she should get in touch with the Study Centre /
Regional Centre/Headquarters
telegraphically / telephonically or personally, indicating his
Enrolment No., name, address and Programme of Study along with a copy of documentary
evidence of their having deposited the examination form with the Students Registration &
Evaluation Division at the Headquarters.
9;15 A candidate will be eligible to appear only in such course(s) for which he/ she is registered
under the prograrnrne for studies. In the examination form the candidates should indicate
only such course(s) for which they are eligible under the Programme and as per the choice
. exercised by them in the admission form.
9.16 The candidates who have not paid their course fee or other dues to the University shall not
be eligible to appear for the examination. The examination form/result of such candidates
can be cancelled if any default is detected at a subsequent stage. This would also include
furnishing of wrong information, suppression of any information in contravention to normal
practice, and may attract disciplinary proceedings against the student concerned.
9.17 On declaration of result, the candidates will get:
(a)

Term-end exarriination Result Intimation Card;

(b)

Up-to-date Course Completion Status Card showing the score of assignments and
term-end examination and status of course Successfully Completed (SC)/Not
Successfully Completed (NC).

(c)

Comprehensive

Grade Card on successful completion of the Programme.

9.18 In case of those students whose master data course re-registration record is not available at
the Headquarters, their result will be declared after receipt of confirmation about their
registration from the concerned Regional Centre.
9.19 In the case of students whose maximum duration of registration may have expired but they
may not have re-registered for the courses for which they have appeared in the exam, their
result can be declared only after they pay a penalty of Rs.sOO/- in addition to the course
fee.
9.20 In cases of students who have not registered for the course(s) at all for which they have
given examination, their result will ~e summarily cancelled.
9.21 The candidate will be deemed to have passed a course in which he or she has obtained the
minimum overall grade marks in continuous evaluation and term-end examination as
specified in course curriculum. The course(s) which has/have been successfully completed
by a candidate under the given programme, will be added to his/her credit (one, two or
more courses as the case may be) till he/ she clears all the required number of courses
successfully or completion of the maximum period of study prescribed under the Programme,
whichever is earlier.
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9.22 The candidates who fail to complete the minimum required number of courses prescribed
for the programme within the maximum duration allotted for study shall cease to be on the
rolls of the University for that Programme till they seek readmission. Re-admission is
permitted to such candidates f9.Ethe courses already registered earlier. The score secured by
the students towards their courses and assignments shall be retained for the revalidated
period. The students will be allowed to take re-admission in the old course(s) as long as' the
examination in the old course(s) is conducted by the University.
9.23 The candidate whose answer book is lost will be required to re-appear for the course(s).
·9.24 The students can write their response sheet or examination paper in Hindi.
9.25 The University may award Degrees/Diplomas/Certificates
to those successful candidates
who wish to have them without waiting for the convocation and a report of such cases will
be submitted to the Academic Council at the next convocation. The date of the examination
at which candidate was declared successful may be included in Degrees/Diplomas/
Certificates [AC decision dated 30.11.1990] A fee of Rs.1S0-00 shall be charged from such
students.
9.26 The examination result will be compiled examination centre-wise and all the concerned
Study Centres/Regional Centres will be given a copy of the result by Students Registration
& Evaluation Division.
9.27 The result of term-end examinations after consolidating the score of assignments will be
moderated by a duly constituted Moderation Board before its declaration to the students as
per provisions laid down in the Ordinances of the University.
9.28 At the request of a successful candidate Provisional Certificate will be issued by the Registrar
(SR&E). Such requests should be sent to Registrar (SR&E), IGNOU, Maidan Garhi, in
prescribed form (Appendix-30) along with a copy of cumulative grade card. No fee is charged
for issue of Provisional Certificate.
9.29 The Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees awarded by Indira Gandhi National Open University
are equivalent to the corresponding awards of the universities in the country. [UGC
notification No. F1/8/92 (CPP) dated February 1992 (Appendix 31) and Association of
Indian Universities vide letter No. EV /II(449)/94/176915-177115 dated January 14, 1994
(Appendices-32, 32 (i) & 32 (ii))].
9.30 Some of the Universities as per their own rules and regulations specifically grant recognition
of certificates of other Universities. This University has recognized the degree/diploma
certificates of all Central/State Universities approved by the University Grants Commission
and Institutes of national importance.
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CHAPTER-ID
CONDUCT OF EXAMINATIONS & EVALUATION PROCESS AT
STUDENTS REGISTRATION & EVALUATION DIVISION AT
HEADQUARTERS
10.1 The University conducts end term-end examinations twice a year in the months of June
and December throughout the country. The examination activities performed by the Students
Registration and Evaluation Division can be divided into the following three phases:
A.

Pre-Examination

B.

Activities to Conduct of Examinations

C.

Post-Examination

(A) Pre-Exarnination

Activities
Activities

The pre-examination activities for next term-end examination
start immediately after conclusion of previous term-end examination. These activities are given
below which are required to be performed by the Students Registration and Evaluation Division
to meet the date schedule of the examination.
Activities:

10.2 QUESTION PAPERS
(i)

A panel of paper setters shall be drawn programme-wise
recommendations of the Schools of Studies.

and course-wise on the

(ii)

Consent of the paper setters on panel shall be taken before sending offer for setting
question paper.

(ill)

Offer for setting question papers shall be sent to the paper setters who have sent in
their consent. The offer should contain:
(a)

guidelines prescribed by the concerned School.

(b)

specific confidential stationery to be used by the paper setter.

(c)

copy of blank certificate to the effect that no near relation is taking the said
examination.

(d)

date by which the question paper should be made available to SR&E Division.

(e)

specially printed

,

.•...•

envelopes for use by the paper setters.

10.3 Proper record shall be maintained in prescribed proforma (Appendix-33) Schoolwise &
Programme-wise of the question papers received from the paper setters. Follow-up action to
expedite paper setting should also be taken up.
10.4 The question papers shall be got translated
necessary before moderation.

into Hindi or regional languages wherever

10.5 The meetings of the Moderation Board(s) shall be convened in cooperation with concerned
School of Studies.
10.6 Question papers shall be moderated by the Moderation Board. Two sets of a question paper
after moderation shall be prepared and sealed alongwith Hindi translation, where necessary
in two separate envelopes indicating" Press Copy" and "Office Copy" under the authenticity,
of the Chairman of the Moderation Board. The format for printing of the question paper
shall be pasted on the back of the envelope.
10.7 A stock register shall be maintained for moderated question papers school-wise to depict the
stock of question papers of each course in hand on a day. Specimen of Stock Register .of
Manuscripts of Question Paper is given as Appendix-33.
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10.8 Detailed guidelines and instructions shall be prepared for compliance by the Confidential
Press for printing of question papers.
10.9 the Registrar (SR&E) will hand over the "Press Copy of moderated 'question paper(s)" in
sealed envelope along with d~l.ailed guidelines and instructions to the Confidential Press
alongwith print order indicating number of printed copies of each question paper required
and delivery schedule.
10.10 A separate Stock register shall be maintained

for receipt and dispatch of printed question
papers. Specimen of Stock Register for printed question papers is given as Appendix-34.
This data should also be maintained in computer to know and assess whether the printed
quantity of question papers is adequate with reference to the number of candidates taking
examination in the relevant pap~r. Deficiency, if any, should be made up through repeat
print orders well in time.

10.11 Question papers shall be dispatched

to the examination centres on the basis of Dispatch
Memo on the mutually agreed dates with the postal authorities. A Stock Register shall be
maintained in prescribed form (Appendix-35).

10.12 Proper record of acknowledgement

of parcels of question papers from examination centres

shall be maintained.
10.13 Secrecy Branch shall remit the amount

of advance for examination centres to Centre
Superintendents by meaps of Demand Draft to enable them to meet expenditure in.connection
with the examinations and keep proper account of settlement of such advances.

10.14 Tentative date sheet will be prepared in Mid June and Mid December on the basis of date

sheet for the previous examinations by adding new programmes and courses launched during
the period. Efforts should be made to schedule the courses.in such a way that the examination·
for the light courses are scheduled for the forenoon session and examination for heavy
courses is scheduled for the afternoon session.
10.15 Tentative date-sheet should be circulated to all the Schools by the end of June/December

inviting their suggestions/comments
latest by 30th [une /Bl" December. Final date sheet,
after incorporation of corrections intimated by the Schools, should be published and notified
to all the Schools of Studies, Regional Centres, Study Centres, Works Centres on the first
working day of January /July.
.
10.16 It should be ensured

that adequate examination stationery and examination forms are
available in the stock. Action should be taken well in advance for printing of examination
stationery e.g. examination form, examination intimation slips, result intimation cards, grade
cards, course completion status cards, provisional certificates, comprehensive and Degree/
Diploma/Certificates etc.

10.17 Sufficient quantity

of examination forms and other examination stationery should be
dispatched to Regional Centres and Study Centres so as to reach latest by end of January /
July. An acknowledgement of such examination stationery shall be given by the Centre
Superintendent in prescribed proforma (Appendix-IO),
.

10.18 The filled examination forms are submitted by the students directly to Students Registration

and Evaluation Division by hand, by post or submitted
www.ignou.ac.in.
10.19 On receipt of examination

on-line on IGNOU Web site

forms at Students Registration and Evaluation Division, these'
should be given a control number. An adequately long series of control numbers should be
reserved for exclusive use by Students Service Centre for issue to the students on spot. For
forms filled on-line, the candidates will get their control numbers assigned to their exam
forms on IGNOU website after two working days of their receipt. The examination forms
received wi th self addressed post card will be acknowledged indicating the Control Number
of the form.
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10.20 Examination forms received in SR&E Division, after necessary processing should be tagged
in bundles of 100 forms and handed over for data entry by the Computer Section in lots
indicating total number of forms in each lot. A proper account shall be maintained in
Examination Forms ControlRegister (Appendix-36) to ensure that all the forms have been
entered in computer.
10.21 Data entry structure for data entry of forms shall be provided by the Software Engineers.
They will ensure that data entry is done as per structure provided by them. They shall
provide a checklist of data for verification with reference to original examination forms.
While doing so, they will highlight the errors relating to the following:
(i)

Enrolment Numbers of students with the help of student master data base.

(ii)

The programmes and courses with reference to the courses picked up by computer
from the date sheet notified for the relevant term-end examination.

10.22 The checklist shall be thoroughly checked with reference to the following information
\
indicated by the students in their examination forms:
(i)

Control Number

(ii)

Enrolment Number

(iii)

Programme of Study

(iv)

Zone Code (applicable for examinees opting for Exam. Centres in Delhi)

(v)

Examination Centre Code

(vi)

Course Options

10.23 The official concerned after verification of these details will put his name and initials on
each page of the checklist verified by him.
10.24 The data file containing record of examination form shall be edited and correction carried
out as pointed out in the checklist. A separate list of records, where corrections have been
carried out will be prepared by the computer to c' eck that the corrections pointed out in the
check list have been correctly carried out.
10.25 A consolidated list of Examination Centres shall be prepared on the basis of lists of examination
centres recommended by the Regional Directors.
10.26 Normally, the examination centre opted by a candidate in examination is allotted. The students
of Delhi Regions are allotted examination centres on the basis of "Zone" opted by them. For
example, a student who has opted for South Zone will be allotted one of the centers in South
Delhi.
10.27 In case, however, the, number of students opting for an examination centre is less than 10,
such candidates shall be allotted the nearest examination centre.
10.28 The consolidated list of centres compiled by SR&E on the basis of the lists received from
Regional Directors shall include the following data:
(a)

Examination Centre Code.

(b)

Name of the Coordinator/Principal
of Institute & his residential! official telephone
numbers/ e-mail address, fax number etc.

(c)

Name of the Examination Centre Superintendent
numbers/e-mail address, fax number etc.

& his residential! official telephone

(cl)

Name and complete
Superintendent.

numbers

(e)

Seating capacity for fore-noon session and after-noon session, separately.

address

with telephone
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etc. of Deputy

Centre

10.35 In the sample output of intimation slip it should be checked that:
(a)

The address of the student is correct as per latest address Master File;

(b)

The course options indicated in the examination intimation slips are as indicated by
the student in the examination form;

(c)

Examination centre is either the one given in the examination form or the one allotted
by the University;

(d)

The address of the exam center is correct.

10.36The following reports shall be generated to meet the requirements
Examination Centres and records of SR&E Division:

of Regional Centres/

(a)

Centre-wise Attendance sheets in order of the date, session, course code and enrolment
number (Date and session of examination will be suppressed while printing the
attendance sheets);

(b)

Centre-wise list of examinees in order of enrolment number showing all the courses
opted by the student for taking examination;

(c)· Date-wise, Session-wise, course-wise breakup of the examinees for each center to help
make physical arrangements at the Centre;
(d)

Region-wise list of examinees in order of Enrolment Number showing all the courses
opted by the students for examination in all the Centres under his Region.

10.37It shall be ensured that examination intimation slips are dispatched to the students atleast
one month before commencement of the examination.
10.38 Immediately after printing of examination intimation slips, the information shall be made
available on IGNOU website ignou.ac.in for viewing by the examinees.
10.39The reports mentioned above shall be dispatched to the concerned Regional Centres/ Study
Centres at least 15 days before .the commencement of the examinations.
10.40 The Regional Centres will be provided with sufficient number of blank examination intimation
slips for being issued to the students whose names already appear in the list of examinees
but the examination intimation slip was not be delivered to them by postal authorities.
(B)

Conduct of Examinations

10.41 Secrecy Branch of SR&E Division will dispatch question papers by Speed Post to all
examination centres outside Delhi so that the Centre Superintendents get them atleast 15
days before commencement of the examinations and keep them in safe custody.
The question papers for Examination Centres in Delhi and its surrounding areas will be
delivered to the Centre Superintendents on the day of examination atleast one hour before
.its commencement.
10.42 The staff deputed to Delhi Examination Centres for delivery of question papers shall also
collect the answer books of previous exam from the examination centers.
10.43 The Registrar (SR&E) will (i)

appoint the observers for the examination centres out of the list recommended by the
Regional Directors. He may, however, add the names of experts in the list of observers.
The observers shall submit a report on performance of examination centres to the
Registrar (SR&E) in the prescribed proforma given as Appendix-9.

(ii)

appoint the University Representatives for selected sensitive examination centres.
outside Delhi on selected specified dates. For examination centres in Delhi, atleast one
University Representative shall be deputed for facilitating smooth conduct of
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examination. The University Representatives shall submit a report on .perfermance
of the examination centres to the Registrar (SR&E) in the prescribed proforma given
in Appendix-9.
10.44 The Registrar (SR&E) willdepute flying squads to examination centres to make surprise
checks of the examination centres to monitor and ensure smooth functioning of the centres.
The members of flying squad shall submit a report on the examination centres visited by
them in the prescribed proforma as given in Appendix-9.
10.45 All the Officers and members of Staff of SR&E Division shall remain alert to attendto the
problems/ queries from the Regional Centres /Examinatien Centres relating to smooth
conduct of examinations.
10.46 Registrar (SR&E) shall compile a report on the basis of performance reports received from
the Regional Directors, Observers, University Representatives and members of Flying squad
and submit the same for information of the Vice-Chancellor.
(C)

Post-Examination

'10.47 A data base of evaluators prepared on the basis of the names recommended by the Schools
of Studies shall be updated well in time with additional names recommended by the Schools
of Studies for old courses as well as for new courses/programmes. The names' of evaluators
who did not evaluate the answer books in time shall be deleted with the approval of the
Registrar (SR&E).
10.48 The packets containing answer books received from the Post Office shall be properly tallied
with the record of the Postman. All the packets will be stacked date-wise.
10.49 The packets received through post office will be entered in a register (see Appendix-22)
indicating the Examination Centre Code, postal registry number, place and date of registry.
10.50 The packets will be opened and contents will be entered in the 'Packet Opening Register'
indicating the course code and number of answer books received in the packets. The count
of answer books should tally withthe number recorded in Dispatch Memo-received with the
packet. In case of any discrepancy, the figure should be tallied with the attendance sheets. If
the discrepancy still persists, a record shall be made in the register and the matter-shall be
taken up with the concerned examination centre pointing out the discrepancy.
Examination Centres are required to despatch the answerbooks to the HQ, the same day or
the next working day. Whenever it comes to.the notice any answerbooks have been dispatched
late it should be brought to the notice of the Registrar (SR&E)~or follow-up action.
10.51 While sorting the answer books for stocking them course-wise, care shall be taken that the
answer books do not get mixed up with other courses to eliminate the cha~ces at' wrong
evaluation.
10.52 Normally, packet containing 300 answer books is sent to an evaluator along with a forwarding
letter, containing question paper of the course, computer generated award-blanks in order,
of enrolment number, evaluation methodology of the relevant programme and instructions/
guidelines key, if any, as well as remuneration bill for evaluation of answer books as given
in Appendix-37. Sending wrong methodology to the evaluator may cause giving wrong
awards.
10.53 Before sending the packets to the evaluators, entries shall be made in the evaluators' register
against his name indicating the date of sending packets and the centre-wise number of answer
books contained in the packet.
'
10.54 An evaluator will be allowed a week's time for evaluation of 100 answer books and three
weeks time for evaluation of 300 answer books. As soon as the packet is dispatched to the
evaluators, entries should be made of the date of dispatch and the number of answer books
sent in the computer database.

,

;
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10.55 As soon as the packet and the awards are received from the evaluator entry of the same shall
be made in the Evaluators data-base to avoid unnecessarily irritating reminder to the
Evaluator. On the expiry of the time allowed for evaluation as mentioned above, the reminders
shall be generated through the-computer if the packet has not been received after evaluation.
10.56Instructions
to Evaluators of Answer Books: As soon as the packet containing the answer
scripts is received, the evaluator is required:
(a)

To count the number of answer scripts and in case it does not tally with the above
given number, to inform the SR&E Division immediately.

(b)

Return the packet of answer scripts, immediately, if for any reason the Evaluator is
unable to evaluate the answer scripts.

(c)

In case they are unable to evaluate the answer scripts for some reason, the packet
may be returned to the SR&E Division.

(d)

To check if there is any answer script, which is not relevant to the question paper sent
to him. If so, he should return the same immediately to SR&E Division.

(e)

Not to send the answer scripts by railway or air mail service; instead send it by speed
post/registered insured parcel post.

10.57Reporting of Unfairmeans Cases by Evaluators: In case any unfairmeans used by the
student in examination is noticed, the same will be reported separately in the following
manner:
(a)

(i)

All answer scripts relating to unfairmeans cases may be packed separately and
sent alongwith the remaining answer scripts .

. (ii)

The reasons such as copying from each other, copied from study material/text
. books, use of abusive language in the answer script, disclosing identity, making
appeal to the examiner or enclosing currency note in the answer script, etc. may
invariably be indicated.

(iii)

While forwarding unfairmeans cases, the awards/score
in all the cases of
unfairmeans may be given at the end of the award list indicating use of
unfairmeans (UFM) against each enrolment number in the sequential manner.

(b)

To check that the candidate & invigilator, both have signed at respective places on the
cover page of answer script.

(c)

To check the supplementary answer book used by the student are tagged with the
main answer script and their number tallies with the number mentioned by the student
on the cover page of the main answer script.

(d)

The marks/ grade awarded to a question & sub-questions, if any must be entered at
proper place Le. right margin of the cover page of answer script & their grand total
should be correct.

(e)

Evaluated answer script should be signed by the evaluator also indicating his evaluator
code.

(f)

The corresponding entries of marks/ grade awarded by the evaluator are made in the
pre-printed award sheets provided by the University.

(g)

All alterations & corrections made in answer script or award sheet are countersigned
by the evaluator concerned.

(h)

Award-lists of the evaluated answer books should be prepared in the prescribed
proforma (Appendix-38). Corrections in award lists should be properly authenticated
by the evaluators. Over-writings should be avoided, corrections should be legible.
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CHAPTER - 11
PACKING, DESPATCH AND MAINTENANCE
ANSWER BOOKS
A

OF RECORD OF

FOR CENTRES OUTSIDE DELHI

11.1 Immediately after the expiry of the time for the papers on the day of examination, the
Centre Superintendent shall collect all the answer-books from the Invigilators. These should
then be checked with the list of candidates appeared in each 'subject in that session as
mentioned in Despatch Memo (see Appendix-18) and packed as under:
a)

The answer-books should be arranged coursewise and in ascending order of Enrolment
Number within each course.

b)

The bundles of different papers should then be packed and sealed in cloth in the presence
of two invigilators, and sent to the Registrar (SR&E) by Registered Post Parcel Insured
for Rs. 200/- the same day or the next working day. It should not be sent by ordinary
post or rail parcel post.

11.2 The details as given below should be written on the packets containing answer books:
(a)

Examination Centre No.

(b)

Complete address of Examination Centre

(c)

Date and Session

11.3 The documents/papers
should also be sent in the packet after the examination
packing the answer books in the manner prescribed earlier.

B

while

FOR CENTRES IN DELHI (SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS)

11.4 Instructions as contained above will be applicable to local centres also. However, in so far
as delivery of the answer-books to the University office is concerned the following instructions
shall be adhered to:
a)

The packets of different papers packed and sealed in accordance with the above
instructions.

b)

A packing slip showing following details should be attached with the packet:
i)

Centre No.

ii)

Date and Session

iii)

No. of packets (paper-wise) placed in the bags with name of the subject and
paper and number of answer-books for each paper.

iv)

Despatch Memo.

11.5 Registrar (SR&E) may send one of his staff to collect the sealed packets of answer-books. In
case, on any particular day these have not been collected, the same will be collected on the
next working day. The Centre Superintendent should keep the answer-books with him
under safe custody.
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CHAPTER-12
SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES IN
ADMISSIONS AND EXAMINATIONS
APPOINTMENT

OF AMANUENSIS

FOR WRITING EXAMINATION

12.1 Amanuensis can be provided on a request made by the student to the Superintendent
of Examination Centre, well in advance under the following cases:
i)

in the case of blind candidates.

ii)

in the case of sudden illness rendering the candidate unable to write and duly
certified by a Medical Officer not below the rank of an Assistant Surgeon of
Covernment /Murucipal hospital or dispensary.

ill)

in the case of an accident involving injury rendering the candidate unable to
write and duly certified by a Medical Officer not below the rank of an Assistant
Surgeon of Government/Municipal
hospital or dispensary.

12.2 The amanuensis
candidate.

must be a student of a lower grade of education than that of the

12.3 The Superintendent of Examination Centre concerned shall choose suitable amanuensis
from an institution as far as possible and forward immediately to the Registrar (SR&E)
a report giving full particulars of the candidate and of the amanuensis.
12.4 The Superintendent shall arrange a suitable/separate room for such disabled candidate
and also appoint one special Invigilator to supervise his/her examination.
12.5 The amanuensis shall be paid by the University an honorarium of Rs.40/ - per session.
12.6 No fee shall be charged from the student for providing the facility of amanuensis ..
12.7 The University shall adhere to the provisions contained in Chapter V-Education of
"The persons with Disabilities (equal participation) Act, 1995".
Relevant provisions of the Act are reproduced below:
"EDUCA TION"
The appropriate Governments and the local authorities shall»
(a)

ensure that every child with a disability has access to free education in an appropriate
environment till he attains the age of eighteen years;

(b)

endeavour to promote the integration of students with disabilities in the normal schools;

(c)

promote setting up of special schools in Government and private sector for those in
need of special education, in such a manner that children with disabilities living in any
part of the country have access to such schools;

(d)

endeavour to equip the special schools for children with disabilities with vocational
training facilities;

The appropriate Governments and the local authorities shall by notification make schemes
for:
(a)

conducting part time classes in respect of children with disabilities who having
. completed education up to class fifth and could not continue their studies on a whole
time basis;
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· (b)

conducting special part time classes for providing functional literacy for children in
the age group of sixteen and above;

(c)

imparting non-formal-education by utilizing the available manpower in rural areas
after giving them appropriate orientation;

(d)

imparting education through open schools or open universities;

(e)

conducting class and discussions through interactive electronic or other media~

(f)

providing every child with disability, free of cost special books and equipment needed
for his education.

The appropriate Governments shall initiate or cause to be initiated research by official and
non-governmental agencies for the purpose of designing and developing new assistive
devices, teaching aids, special teaching material or such other items as are necessary to give
a child with disability equal opportunities in education.
The appropriate Governments shall set up adequate number of teachers' training institutions
and assist the national institutes and other voluntary organizations to develop teachers'
training programmes specializing in disabilities so that requisite trained manpower is available
for special schools and integrated schools for children with disabilities.
Without prejudice to the foregoing provisions, the appropriate Governments
shall
by notification prepare a comprehensive education scheme which shall make provision
for.(a)

transport facilities to the children with disabilities or in the alternative financial incentives
to parents, to guardians to enable their children with disabilities to attend schools;

(b)

the removal of architectural barriers from schools, colleges or other institutions imparting
vocational and professional training;

(c)

the supply of books, uniforms and other materials to children with disabilities attending
school;

(d)

the grant of scholarship to students with disabilities;

~e)

setting up of appropriate mechanism for the redressal of grievances of parents regarding
the placement of their children with disabilities;

(f)

suitable modification in the examination system to eliminate purely mathematical
questions for the benefit of blind students and students with low vision;

(g)

restructuring of curriculum for the benefit of children with disabilities;

(h)

restructuring the curriculum for benefit of students with hearing impairment to facilitate
them to take only one language as part of their curriculum.

All educational institutions shall provide or cause to be provided amanuensis to blind students
and students with low vision.
Decision of Hon'ble Chief Commissioner of Disabilities in the case No. 97/99 dated 4th
January, 2001 Deepak Kumar Rout- Vs. Kendriya \fidyalaya Sangathan is reproduced below
for guidance while appointing amanuensis.
Person having impairment of movement in arms and hands though can read
independently but have problem in writing the tests for recruitment or promotion.
The persons with disabilities (Equal Opportunities,
Participation) Act 1995 in Section 31 states:
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Protection of Rights and Full .

All educational institutions shall provide or cause to be provided
blind students and students with low vision".
11

amanuensis

to

Writers and Scribes for Locomotor Impaired persons and Cerebral Palsy person.
Such Locomotor Impaired Persons and Cerebral Palsy person who have disability in
both hands and arms should also be provided with writers & scribes as Govt. of India
way back in 1961 exempted such Physically Handicapped persons from the typing test
for the post of L.D.C. whose disability interferes in typing skills. M.H.A. Govt. of
India vide OM. No.15/3/61-Estt (P) dated 23-12-1961 made this provision; therefore
scribes and writers in the matter of written test, entrance, recruitment and promotion
test should be provided to Locomotor Impaired Persons and Cerebral Palsy persons
having disability in both hands and arms.
Terms and conditions for selecting Writers/Scribes:(i)

Scribe/Writer

should be one possessing 50% or less marks.

(ii)

Scribe/writer should either be provided by the examining authority or can be
arranged by the candidate. This is at the discretion of the examining authority.

Allotment of Extra Time in Writing Tests and Examination
It is evident that the candidate who writes the test with the assistance of a scribe/
writer would write at a slower pace. Whereas the candidate speaks the answer and the
writer writes the answer after listening to the answer of the candidate. In this process
the time consumed in writing the answer is higher than that of the non-disabled
candidates. With the view to judge the performance of candidates writing tests with
the help of scribes and candidates writing tests by themselves it is necessary to equalize
the opportunities by granting extra time. The examining authorities are advised to:For a written test of duration of 1 hour, at least 20 minutes extra time should be
allotted. Similarly, for written tests involving more than one or less than one hour,
extra time should be worked out on the basis of 20 minutes per one hour criteria.
Alternative

Questions for the Blind/Low Vision

30(f) of the Disability Act stipulates:
"Without prejudice to the foregoing provisions, the appropriate Governments shall by notification
prepare a comprehensive education scheme which shall make Provision for suitable modification in
the examination system to eliminate purely mathematical questions for the benefit of blind students
and students with low vision;
For blind/low-vision persons purely mathematical questions should be eliminated as per
Sec. 30(f). It would be logical to eliminate those sections from the written test which are
purely visual in nature such as graphs, pictures or maps. If the blind persons are exempted
from purely mathematical questions it would be appropriate to suitably modify other visual
sections too. Therefore, it is suggested that all the examining authorities must issue instructions
to the paper setters so that alternative questions of equal value are provided for blind and
low vision students in lieu of the purely visual questions. In case where alternative questions
in lieu of the purely visual questions are not provided then the candidates must be awarded
marks on such sections based on the overall average of marks otherwise obtained by the
candidates in other sections of the paper barring those involving visual sections. This would
equalize opportunities in the written test for the disabled. At the same time blind students at
the school level can appear in the paper since special equipment are in use for teaching and
learning arithmetic, algebra, geometry etc., therefore care must be, taken while providing
option for alternative questions in lieu of purely visual sections particularly involving graphs
and picture and maps.
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Interpreters for Hearing Impaired Persons
Interview is an important part of any recruitment process. Persons with Hearing
impairment and speech impairment, though having excellent communication skills must
use services of an interpreter during the interview. This would ensure smooth and better
communication between interviewers and the Hearing Impaired and Speech Impaired
interviewees. Presence of the interpreter would rule out possibility of communication
gaps. Interpreter should be ideally of the disabled persons choice from the same city
because in the sign language there are as many dialects as in the spoken language.
Interpreter from one language zone can not interpret for another linguistic zone. For
utmost efficiency it is better that the interpreter is of the candidates own choice."
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